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Cyber Sector
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute’s
(IEICI) Cyber Security Unit represents more than 300 Israeli
companies in the cyber security field, and works to maximize
the effectiveness of their business engagements with
foreign counterparts, as well as in foreign markets.
The unit exposes Israeli capabilities and innovative cyber
security solutions to potential foreign clients and partners,
either as stand-alone solutions or as an overarching tailormade suite of solutions, accommodating their specific short
and long term needs.
To that end, the unit, which plays a key role in the Israeli
ecosystem and is well-acquainted with the needs of the local
cyber industry, holds the most comprehensive and up-todate database of Israeli-based cyber security companies.
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The unit is a joint venture of The Israel Export Institute
and its major governmental partners, The Foreign Trade
Administration at the Ministry of Economy & Industry and
the Israel National Cyber Directorate in the Prime Minister’s
Office, leveraging their expertise and national assets in
order to achieve the unit’s and the industry’s objectives.

The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute, a
non-profit organization supported by the government of
Israel and the private sector, facilitates business ties, joint
ventures and strategic alliances between overseas and
Israeli companies. Charged with promoting Israel’s business
community in foreign markets it provides comprehensive,
professional trade information, advice, contacts and
promotional activities to Israeli companies. Furthermore,
the IEICI provides complementary services to business
people, commercial groups, and business delegations from
across the globe: IEICI uses its unique and one of a kind
network with the prosperous startup ecosystem in Israel,
and connects the foreign players, according to their field
of interest.

Ms. Yaara Sabzerou | Manager, Cyber Security Unit
M +972 50 822 8357 | yaaras@export.gov.il
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The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli
Ministry of Economy & Industry manages & supports
Israel’s international trade & trade policy by promoting
trade & exports, initiating & maintaining trade agreements,
attracting & facilitating foreign investments & creating
strategic cooperation with foreign companies. Through our
headquarters in Jerusalem together with over 40 economic
& trade missions in key financial centers throughout the
world, the FTA promotes Israel’s economy worldwide.
Israel’s economic & trade missions are at the forefront of
the Israeli government’s efforts to boost our industries in
foreign markets. Our team of highly experienced economic
representatives & business consultants provide a wide
range of services to Israeli companies & to the international
business community.

Israel National Cyber Directorate (INCD) in the Prime
Minister’s Office serves as the Prime Minister’s and
Government’s staff, which devises national cyber defense
policy, promotes its implementation and provides
recommendation on cyber-related matters. The INCD is
responsible to create and improve national cyber security
capacities and capabilities in order to overcome challenges
emanating from cyberspace. The INCD strives to advance
Israel’s leading posture as a global powerhouse for cyber
security-related research and development, by investing
dedicated resources in the Israeli academy, human capital
and cyber security industry. The INCD enhances the
cooperation and synergy between the private sector, the
government and international partners, in order to create
a unique and dominant cyber security ecosystem in Israel.

Ms. Moran Zilbershtein | Consul, Head of Israel Economic &
Trade Mission to the West Coast

Ms. Miri Silberstein | Project Manager, National Cyber Directorate
miris@cyber.gov.il

T +1 415 986 2701 Ex: 101 | Moran.Zilbershtein@israeltrade.gov.il
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Identity Management & Fraud | Incident Management
- SIEM /SOC | Intelligence | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Cloud Firewall | Cloud Security | Network Security |
WEB & Application Security

ACID Technologies developed automated unique solutions
to monitor all external threats. ACID Intelligence - Real-time
Cyber Intelligence platform based on dedicated robots that
automatically monitors 24/7 all the hackers zones such
as:darknet, deep web, IRC channels, web chats, WhatsApp
groups, telegram groups etc. providing tailored intelligence
for all your needs. ACID DIP - Real-time Digital Identity
Protection platform that monitor all digital footprint of the
organization for signs of tampering: Website defacement
& availability, imposters apps in all app stores globally,
social media (FB, Twitter, LinkedIn etc.) profile monitoring
and imposter pages, DNS pharming, Near Identical domains
& Phishing.

Alcide is the cloud-native security company with the
mission to empower DevOps and security teams to manage
application and networking security through applicationaware micro segmentation powered by Alcide’s embedded
policies, for advanced attack detection and remediation.

Mr. Yariv Maroely | CEO

Ms. Karine Regev | VP Marketing

T +972 50 303 5055 | yariv@acid-tech.co

T +1 818 964 334 | karine@alcide.io

www.acid-tech.com

www.alcide.io
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TM

Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Risk & Compliance
(GRC) | Training & Consultant

Biometrics | Cloud Security | Identity Management &
Fraud | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Be strategic Solutions (BeST) is an Israeli startup offering a
web-based software for running war-games and tabletop
exercises (crisis simulations). The simulation software
focuses on complex decision-making in organizations and
is being used as a tool to enhance organization’s capacities
to manage crisis. BeST has been working for the past year
and a half with a growing client base and partnerships
such as with the International Air Transport Association.

BioCatch is a digital identity company that delivers
behavioral biometrics, analyzing human-device interactions
to protect users and precious data. Founded in 2011 by
experts in neural science research, machine learning
and cybersecurity, BioCatch is used by banks and other
enterprises to reduce online fraud and protect against cyber
threats, without compromising user experience. With an
unparalleled patent portfolio and deployments at major
companies worldwide that cover tens of millions of users
to date, BioCatch has established itself as the industry
leader for behavioral biometrics.

Mr. Dotan Sagi | Managing Partner

Ms. Frances Zelazny | Chief Strategy and Marketing Officer

T +972 52 771 2229 | dotan@be-strategic.solutions

T +347 450 1467 | frances.zelazny@biocatch.com

www.best.be-strategic.solutions

www.biocatch.com
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Cloud Security | Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery |
Email Security

Data Privacy | Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery |
Risk & Compliance (GRC)

BitDam cyber security blocks advanced content-borne
attacks across all enterprise communication channels,
empowering organizations to collaborate safely. Our cloudbased solution proactively detects attacks, pre-delivery,
preventing hardware and logical exploits, ransomware,
spear-phishing and Zero-Day attacks contained in files or
URLs. BitDam ATP for email is used by leading organizations
in Europe and the US, with proven record of detecting threats
that other security solutions fail to uncover.

Cognigo provides a single pane of glass to Discover and
Protect critical data assets through cognitive computing. We
leverage AI (Cognitive Computing) to automate processes
and actions that traditional solutions can no longer address
due to the explosion and scale of data today. Cognigo
Discovers, Classifies, and Orchestrates Structured and UnStructured data to enable data protection and compliance
with regulations such as the GDPR and the CCPA. Unlike
siloed solutions, Cognigo is an agent less, end to end solution
covering all enterprise data silos whether cloud, on-prem
or workstations.

Ms. Rotem Shemesh | Director of Marketing

Mr. Amit Ashbel | Head of Marketing

T +972 54 431 1299 | rotem.shemesh@bitdam.com

T +972 54 564 6489 | amit@cognigo.com

www.bitdam.com

www.cognigo.com
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Communications | External Affairs | Forensic & Analytics |
Intelligence | Public Affairs

Communications | External Affairs | Forensic & Analytics |
Intelligence | Public Affairs

Coronet provides data breach protection for companies that
use the cloud. Coronet monitors, and automatically mitigates
data leaks, cyber threats, malware spread, and regulatory
violations that put businesses at risk. Our service can be
operational within minutes, and relies on a sophisticated
AI engine to identify, and automatically mitigate threats
and violations so your team doesn’t need to chase events.
With over 2 million users, Coronet was chosen by Dropbox
and Lenovo to protect their SMB customers.

Cyabra protect brands and governmental organizations
from disinformation threats (a.k.a fake news).

Mr. Guy Moskowitz | CEO

Mr. Dan Brahmy | CEO and Co-Founder

T +972 54 939 3204 | guymo@coro.net

T +972 54 814 1030 | dan@cyabra.com

www.coro.net

www.cyabra.com
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Total Defense Against the Spread of Cyber Attacks

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | End Point
Protection | Forensic & Analytics | Network Control |
Secure ICS & OT

Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | End Point
Protection | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Cyber 2.0 is the only system in the world, that provides
total defense against the spread of cyber-attacks within
organizational networks, (including new and unknown
attacks). The first computer may be penetrated, but Cyber
2.0 will isolate the attack and block its spreading. We have a
disruptive technology, based on mathematical chaos model
(that cannot be breached), and we do prevention with no
detection, and have 9 patents.

Cyber Observer gathers all your software security tools
into a single-pane-of-glass for comprehensive security
awareness & visibility that shows at a glance the
critical information you need for real enterprise security
understanding. Employing a custom control and scoring
system, Cyber Observer cuts through complexity to deliver
continuous understanding across your security ecosystem
that empowers senior security stakeholders and drives
cybersecurity at the strategic level.

Mr. Sneer Rozenfeld | VP Sales

Mr. Itzik Weinstein | CEO

T +972 54 481 2227 | sneerr@cyber20.com

T +972 52 509 2222 | itzik.w@cyber-observer.com

www.cyber20.com

www.cyber-observer.com
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IoMT (Internet of Medical Things) | Medical Devices |
Mobile & IoT
Cynerio is a leading provider of medical device security
solutions. Built on healthcare-driven behavior analysis,
Cynerio’s technology provides enhanced visibility into the
clinical entities and associated risk of connected device
communications, making it easier and safer to enforce
protection.

APT Security | End Point Protection | Endpoint Detection
& Response (EDR) | Forensic & Analytics | Incident
Management - SIEM /SOC | Intelligence
Cynet has pioneered the first all-in-one security platform
so organizations can effortlessly mount a persistent,
comprehensive defense to prevent, detect, respond to
and remediate attacks inside the perimeter. By converging
technology and expertise, Cynet unifies endpoint,
vulnerability management, deception, threat intelligence
and network and end-user analytics with 24/7 expertise
for incident response, malware analysis, threat hunting and
forensics. Deploying in under two-hours, Cynet provides
unparalleled visibility into the organization.

Mr. Robert Bell | Product Marketing

Ms. Inbal Aharoni | Marketing

T +972 54 762 0408 | robert@cynerio.co

T +972 3 965 2655 | inbala@cynet.com

www.cynerio.co

www.cynet.com
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Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | End Point
Protection | Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Mobile
& IoT | Perimeter & APT security | Real-Time Attack
Mitigation | Risk & Compliance (GRC) | WEB & Application
Security
Cy-oT (Cyber of Things) delivers an Enterprise-Grade
Cybersecurity dome that fills the IoT cybersecurity gap,
continuously identifying and monitoring all the smart
connected devices in enterprises surrounding airspace,
so they would gain a total visibility, active threat detection
and real-time attack mitigation to protect their assets
and operations, while safely embracing IoT and wireless
technologies.

Cyber Insurance | Intelligence | Risk & Compliance (GRC)
Cytegic was founded in 2012, with offices in Tel Aviv and
New York. Cytegic leads the Cyber Risk Quantification field.
Cytegic’s ACRO platform is an end-to-end automated cyber
risk quantification system that correlates external strategic
intelligence with internal defensive readiness to provide risk
scores, financial impact and remediation recommendations.
ACRO serves consulting firms for cyber risk assessments,
insurance companies for cyber insurance analysis, and
enterprises for vendor cyber risk management.

Mr. Erez Dror | VP Sales

Mr. Dan Pastor | VP Product and Operations

T +972 54 544 2257 | erez.dror@cy-ot.com

T +972 50 741 3120 | dan.pastor@cytegic.com

www.cy-ot.com

www.cytegic.com
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Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Identity
Management & Fraud | Intelligence | Privacy | Risk
& Compliance (GRC)

Forensic & Analytics | Incident Management - SIEM /
SOC | SOAR and UEBA

D-ID protects photos and videos from face recognition
while keeping them similar to the human eye. D-ID’s
privacy-enhancing solution protects biometric databases
of organizations to enable compliance with regulations,
prevent fines and lawsuits, brand as privacy leaders and
guarantee security to their employees and customers. The
company is alumnus of YCombinator, consists of top experts
in deep learning, computer vision and image processing in
Israel and has raised $9mm.

empow is upending the SIEM industry with its unique
capability to detect and prioritize known and new attacks
automatically, without requiring correlation rules. empow’s
NG-SIEM is integrated with Elastic’s ELK stack, through
a powerful OEM partnership, which combines empow’s
advanced SIEM technology with Elastic’s best-in-class
search capabilities. empow’s SIEM uses artificial intelligence
(natural language processing), and cause-and-effect
analytics versus static rules and playbooks to detect,
investigate, and mitigate attacks.

Mr. Gil Perry | CEO

Mr. John O’Sullivan | Sales Manager

T +972 54 584 4547 | gil@d-id.com

T +1 508 314 6844 | johno@empowcybersecurity.com

www.d-id.com

www.empowcybersecurity.com
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Cloud Security | Data Center Security | Micro Segmentation |
Perimeter & APT security | Zero Trust

End Point Protection | Forensic & Analytics | Perimeter
& APT security

Guardicore is an innovator of data center and cloud security,
delivering the simplest way to apply micro-segmentation
controls to reduce the attack surface and detect breaches
within east-west traffic. Guardicore provides deep visibility
into application dependencies and enforcement of network
and process-level policies to segment critical applications.
Covering hybrid clouds, containers, VMs and bare-metal
servers, and is selected by many fortune100 corporates,
including 20% of the world’s largest ($1T+) banks.

lllusive Networks, the pioneer of deception technology,
empowers security teams to take informed action against
APTs by preempting, detecting, and disrupting attackers
early in the attack life cycle. Agentless and driven by
intelligent automation, Illusive enables organizations to
proactively defend critical assets with minimal operational
overhead. Conceived by cybersecurity experts with decades
of cyber warfare and cyber intelligence experience, Illusive
helps customers avoid significant business risk, while
operating with greater confidence in today’s hyperconnected world.

Mr. Dror Salee | VP Business Development & Co-Founder

Ms. Claudette Archer | Director, NA Marketing

T +972 54 755 4469 | dror@guardicore.com

T +347 749 1320 | carcher@illusivenetworks.com

www.guardicore.com

www.illusivenetworks.com
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Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Identity
Management & Fraud | Incident Management - SIEM /
SOC | Inside Threats
InCyber is revolutionizing the insider threat fraud prevention
market. Our system offers True Prediction of Insider
Threats™ (TPIT)™. InCyber invented the first solution that
uses internal and external sources to red flag organizations’
most potentially dangerous employees and contractors.
InCyber can actually predict insider threats within a company,
based on user logs and data, integrative data inputs of both
internal (HR meta-data) and external (corporate and public)
sources, advanced mathematics and the Crystal Ball Ranking
Method™, invented by InCyber. Our solution uses unique
Machine Learning Techniques, Fuzzy Logic, Crowd Sourcing
Capabilities and advanced Behavioral Analytics to predict
and provide both advance warning of impending insider
attacks and identification of the individuals who pose the
greatest threat. This unprecedented level of defense offers
companies an invaluable edge that other present-day
solutions do not provide.

Secure ICS & OT
Indegy, is a leader in industrial cyber security, protects
industrial control system (ICS) networks from cyber threats,
malicious insiders and human error. The Indegy Industrial
Cyber Security Suite arms security and operations teams
with full visibility, security and control of ICS activity and
threats by combining hybrid, policy-based monitoring and
network anomaly detection with unique device integrity
checks.

Mr. Guy Holzman | CEO

Mr. Barak Perelman | CEO

T +856 419 9711 | guy@incybersec.com

T +1 866 801 5394 | sales@indegy.com

www.incybersec.com

www.indegy.com
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Intelligence

Incident Response | Intelligence | Malware Analysis

The Inteller platform enables enterprise SOCs, intelligence
organizations, and government agencies to easily and
quickly tackle the challenges of deploying, maintaining,
and managing intelligence collection, processing,
and dissemination. Inteller is designed to be practical,
incorporating over a decade of experience in running major
intelligence operations. By automating large parts of the
operation, teams that use Inteller require less analysts
to identify, analyze and generate actionable intelligence.

Intezer introduces a Genetic Malware Analysis approach,
offering enterprises unparalleled and accelerated incident
response. Intezer provides a fast, in-depth understanding
of any file by mapping its code DNA at the ‘gene’ level offering the most advanced level of malware analysis. By
identifying the origins of every piece of code, Intezer is
able to detect code reuse from known malware, as well
as code that was seen in trusted applications. For more
information, visit https://www.intezer.com/ or follow us
on Twitter at @IntezerLabs.

Mr. Idan Aharoni | Founder & CEO

Mr. Ian Gallagher | Senior Marketing Manager

T +972 54 805 4074 | idan@inteller.com

T +516 710 2305 | ian@intezer.com

www.inteller.com

www.intezer.com
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Cloud Security | Data loss Prevention | Data Protection,
Encryption & Recovery | End Point Protection | Identity
Management & Fraud | Incident Management - SIEM /
SOC | Intelligence | Risk & Compliance (GRC)
ITsMine solution offers a new unique approach for Data Loss
Prevention (DLP) that requires no policies, no permanent
agent on endpoints while guaranteeing protection against
internal and external attackers. ITsMine solved the DLP
challenges in a fully automated solution that was able to
demonstrate negligible false positives and without affecting
employees’ productivity.

Cloud Security | Perimeter - Less Security, Hybrid
Environment Security | WEB & Application Security
Luminate enables security and IT teams to create Zero Trust
Application Access architecture without traditional VPN
appliances. Its Secure Access Cloud™ securely connects any
user from any device, anywhere in the world to corporate
applications, on-premises and in the cloud, while all
other corporate resources are cloaked without granting
access to the entire network. This prevents any lateral
movements to other network resources while eliminating
the risk of network-based attacks. Deployed in less than
five minutes, Luminate’s Secure Access Cloud™ is agentless,
and provides full visibility of users’ actions as they access
corporate resources, as well as real-time governance of
these resources.

Mr. Kfir Kimhi | CEO

Mrs. Adi Bar-Lev | VP Marketing

T +972 52 720 6701 | kfir@itsmine.io

T +972 54 533 0537 | adib@luminate.io

www.itsmine.io

www.luminate.io
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Application Security Testing | Compliance | WEB &
Application Security

End Point Protection | Endpoint Detection & Response
(EDR) | Forensic & Analytics

NeuraLegion provides SaaS based Machine Learning driven
Application Security Testing and compliance solutions.
The company offers the NexPloit solution, NexPloit uses a
recorded interaction as a baseline from which to learn an
application’s entry points, After an initial discovery stage,
the NexPloit continuously generate new malicious scenarios,
using Evolutionary ML algorithms and reinforcement
learning. These scenarios are tested on the target until a
vulnerability has been discovered.

Nyotron delivers a new type of automatic Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR) solution, minus manual
threat hunting plus integrated prevention. Our PARANOID
solution automatically whitelists trusted OS behavior and
rejects everything else. No disk scanning, no signatures
or machine learning. Nyotron’s approach is threat and
application agnostic, providing defense-in-depth protection
against the most advanced known and unknown attacks.
Nyotron is headquartered in Santa Clara, CA with an R&D
office in Israel.

Mr. Shoham Cohen | CEO

Mr. Rene Kolga | Sr. Dir of Product and Business Development

T +972 54 250 8239 | shoham@neuralegion.com

T +801 310 6974 | rkolga@nyotron.com

www.neuralegion.com

www.nyotron.com
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Converged Physical & Cyber Security | DLP (DataLoss
Protection) | End Point Protection | GSOC Platform Incident
| Management - SIEM /SOC | Mobile & IoT | Risk &
Compliance (GRC) | Training & Consultant

Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Security Rating Services | Third
Party Security Management | Vendor Risk Management

Octopus Systems is a software company with offices in
Israel and Toronto Canada. The company has developed a
GSOC platform - for integrating both cyber security systems
together with physical security systems and IoT, all into one
holistic security management platform, together with a
smart mobile app! Octopus works under 9 different ISO’s and
is certified for GDPR. Company won multiple international
awards for its platform.

Panorays automates third party security management.
The Panorays platform enables companies to easily view,
manage and engage on the security posture of their thirdparties, vendors, suppliers, and business partners. The
platform inherently combines a continuous hacker’s view
of the evaluated company together with internal policy
enforcement. Companies using Panorays dramatically
shorten their third-party security evaluation process and
gain continuous visibility while ensuring compliance to
regulations such as GDPR and NY DFS. Panorays is a SaaSbased platform, no installation needed.

Mr. Tal Bar-Or | CEO

Mr. Matan Or-El | Co-founder & CEO

T +972 52 222 6770 | tal@octopus-app.com

T +972 54 434 3355 | matan@panorays.com

www.octopus-app.com

www.panorays.com
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Intelligence | Penetration Testing | Perimeter & APT
security | Risk & Compliance (GRC)
Pcysys delivers an automated penetration-testing platform
that assesses and reduces corporate cyber security risks. By
applying the hacker’s perspective, our software identifies,
analyzes and prioritizes remediation of cyber defense
vulnerabilities. Security officers and service providers
around the world use Pcysys to perform continuous,
machine-based penetration tests that improve their
immunity against cyber attacks across their organizational
networks.

BeyondCorp & Zero Trust | Cloud Firewall | Cloud Security
| Network Security | Perimeter & APT security | WEB &
Application Security
Perimeter 81 is a zero trust Software-Defined Perimeter
service designed to simplify secure network, cloud and
application access for the modern and mobile workforce.
Built from scratch based on input from security leaders
needing a change from legacy technology, Perimeter
81’s user-friendly interface, unique API integration and
centralized cloud architecture, give companies of all
industries and sizes the power to be fully mobile and
confidently cloud-based.

Ms. Talia Barta | Marketing

Mr. Amit Bareket | CEO

T +972 53 280 1017 | talia@pcysys.com

T +1 646 518 1997 | amit@perimeter81.com

www.pcysys.com

www.perimeter81.com
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Access Control | Authorization | Cloud Security | Identity
Access & Management (IAM) | Identity Governance &
Administration (IGA) | Identity Management & Fraud |
Risk & Compliance (GRC)
PlainID offers an advanced Authorization Platform, the first
policy based access control (PBAC) solution that simplifies
Authorization to one point of decision, one point of control
and one point of view across your cloud, mobile and legacy
applications. An intuitive policy based decision solution,
PBAC is quickly replacing the traditional role based (RBAC)
and attribute based (ABAC) authorization solutions.

Cloud Security | Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery
| Serverless Security | WEB & Application Security
Protego Labs delivers full lifecycle security to serverless
applications from deployment to runtime. The Protego
SaaS solution is the first comprehensive application
security platform built with the unique constraints and
opportunities of serverless in mind. The SaaS serverless
security solution lets you get a handle on your growing
serverless environment in less than 20 min.

Mr. Sam Adler | VP Marketing

Mr. TJ Gonen | CEO

T +408 673 8419 | sam.adler@plainid.com

T +443 480 5026 | tj@protego.io

www.plainid.com

www.protego.io
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Secure ICS & OT
Radiflow is a leading provider of cyber security solutions for
critical industrial automation and distributed infrastructure
networks (ICS/SCADA). Radiflow methodology of protecting
ICS environments is divided into two main disciplines. The
first, passive monitoring of the production process to detect
anomalies inside the network, the second access control
to the production process.

Cloud Security | Content Disarm & Reconstruction
(CDR) | Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery | Data
Sanitization | End Point Protection | Perimeter & APT
security | WEB & Application Security
ReSec Technologies offers organizations the ultimate
protection from known and unknown (“zero day”) filebased malware threats. Overcoming the limitations of
conventional anti-malware detection solutions by focusing
on complete prevention, ReSec uses patented Content
Disarm and Reconstruction (CDR) technology to ensure
safe delivery of threat-free files in real time.

Mr. Ilan Barda | CEO

Mr. John Melnikov | Director of Business Operations

T +972 54 220 0960 | ilan_b@radiflow.com

T +972 50 402 9580 | john@resec.co

www.radiflow.com

www.resec.co
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API Protection | Cloud Security | Mobile & IoT | WEB
& Application Security
Salt is an API Protection solution to secure APIs connecting
everything from web and mobile applications to
microservices and IoT devices. These are APIs you develop
at the core of connecting your applications and data. With
Salt you will:
• Discover all APIs and unique functionality with continuous
monitoring
• Detect active attacks in real time with behavioral
monitoring and vulnerability knowledge

Cloud Security | Content Disarm & Reconstruction (CDR)
| End Point Protection | Perimeter & APT security | Secure
ICS & OT | WEB & Application Security
Sasa Software is a leading provider of Content Disarm
and Reconstruction (CDR) solutions. Gate Scanner® is a
proven, award winning technology, protecting over 200
organizations including financial/insurance institutions,
federal & local governmental agencies, healthcare
organizations and public utilities. Sasa Software is the
2017 Frost & Sullivan Asia Pacific ICS Security vendor of the
year. Content Disarm and Reconstruction is recommended
by the Israeli Cyber command.

• Remediate vulnerabilities with prioritized, actionable
insights for security and developers

Mr. Chris Westphal | Head of Product Marketing

Mr. Oren Dvoskin | Global Marketing Director

T +408 655 0851 | chris@salt.security

T +972 52 356 9591 | orend@sasa-software.com

www.salt.security

www.sasa-software.com
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AUTONOMOUS
INVESTIGATION

Forensic & Analytics | Mobile & IoT | Secure ICS & OT
SCADAfence is the technology leader in providing monitoring
and cybersecurity solutions for industrial ICS/SCADA
networks in the manufacturing, critical infrastructure and
building management systems industries. SCADAfence
solutions enhance visibility of day-to-day operations, detect
threats, and provide advanced risk management, and are
the only solutions in the market able to support the unique
requirements of large scale industrial networks from a size,
complexity and coverage perspective, while maintaining
an affordable TCO.

Automated Threat Detection & Investigation | Breach
Response | Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Network
Traffic Analysis | Perimeter & APT security | WEB &
Application Security
SecBI uses unsupervised machine learning to automate the
investigation of complex and stealthy cybersecurity threats.
With global deployments in medium to large enterprises,
SecBI uncovers the full scope of all affected entities per
suspicious incident within minutes. The company was
founded in 2014, with its mission to drastically improve
time-to-detect and time-to-remediate breaches. With global
installations at Fortune 500 and global enterprises, SecBI’s
Autonomous Investigation™ technology is sector-agnostic.

Mr. Yoni Shohet | Co-Founder, VP Business Development

Ms. Susan Becker | VP of Marketing

T +972 54 211 4323 | yoni@scadafence.com

T +972 50 474 7895 | susan.becker@secbi.com

www.scadafence.com

www.secbi.com
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Cloud Security | Identity Management & Fraud | PasswordFree Authentication | Perimeter & APT security

Identity Management & Fraud | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Secret Double Octopus is pioneering the password-free
workplace. Its high-assurance authentication solutions are
built on provably unbreakable cryptography that is highly
resistant to attacks and provide superior user experience.
Secret Double Octopus is a Gartner Cool Vendor, Business
Insider ‘Startup that will boom in 2018’, PwC game-changer
for Global Financial Services Innovation, and recipient of
the Frost and Sullivan ‘Technology Innovation Award‘. Its
customer-base includes US, European and Asian companies.

SecuredTouch is the expert in behavioral biometrics for
digital transactions, delivering continuous authentication
technologies to strengthen security and reduce fraud
while improving customers digital experience. Our
mobile-optimized solutions require no enrollment, they
are easy to implement, and provide real time alerts when
suspicious activity is detected from login to logout. Today,
SecuredTouch award-winning solutions are used by clients
around the world, including major financial institutions
and e-commerce.

Ms. Zohar Lastigzon | Marketing Manager

Mr. Mark Freeman | Head of Business Development

T +972 54 209 5552 | zohar.lastigzon@doubleoctopus.com

T +972 54 804 0980 | mark@securedtouch.com

www.doubleoctopus.com

www.securedtouch.com
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Cyber Security | Device Management | Incident
Management - SIEM /SOC | IoT End Point Protection |
IoT Security & Authentication
SecuriThings provides Real-time Security for any IoT
Solution. A software solution which utilizes Big Data and
advanced Machine Learning to detect and mitigate cyberattacks in real-time. The system is cost effective and
tailored for solutions across IoT verticals. SecuriThings
is already monitoring millions of devices and has created
global partnerships with world leading IoT vendors, system
integrators and device management platforms.

Forensic & Analytics | Identity Management & Fraud |
Intelligence | Phishing
Segasec is a leading cyber security company, its core
products are focusing in offering cyber intelligence and
an anti-phishing solution. Segasec helps companies to
protect their customers from being falsely presented the
company’s brand identity or from being virtually hijacked.
Segasec monitors the web continuously and in real-time
detects any phishing attacks at its preliminary stages.
Segasec’s patent pending threat protection engine knows
where to find attack footprints, how to take them down,
and even deceits. Its customers range from banks to retail
to blockchain companies. Until today, Segasec’s solution
helped billions of dollars to stay in the right hands. The
company was founded by former officers of elite cyber and
intelligence units in the Israeli army.

Mr. Roy Dagan | CEO

Ms. Sharon Zalcberg | Director of Marketing

T +972 54 544 2034 | roy@securithings.com

T +972 54 397 9228 | sharon.zalcberg@segasec.com

www.securithings.com

www.segasec.com
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Change Auditing | Data Protection, Encryption & Recovery
| Identity Management & Fraud | Incident Management
- SIEM /SOC
Semperis is an enterprise identity protection company
that helps organizations recover from cyber breaches and
identity system failures, on-premises and in the cloud. The
company’s leading technology for Active Directory is used
by customers in the Fortune 500, government, financial,
healthcare, and other industries worldwide. Semperis
solutions are accredited by Microsoft and recognized by
Gartner.

Incident Management - SIEM /SOC | Security Orchestration
& Automation (SOAR)
Siemplify is a security orchestration, automation and
response (SOAR) provider that is redefining security
operations for enterprises and MSSPs worldwide. Its
holistic security operations platform is a simple, centralized
workbench that enables security teams to better investigate,
analyze, and remediate threats. And, using automated,
repeatable processes and enhanced measurement of
KPIs, Siemplify empowers SOC teams to create a culture
of continuous improvement. Siemplify’s patented contextdriven approach reduces caseload and complexity for
security analysts, resulting in greater efficiency and faster
response times. Founded by Israeli Defense Forces security
operations experts with extensive experience running
and training numerous SOCs worldwide, Siemplify is
headquartered in New York with offices in Tel Aviv.

Ms. Ashley Kalinske | Marketing Manager

Mr. Nimmy Reichenberg | CMO

T +650 575 5765 | ashleyk@semperis.com

T +201 281 3173 | nreichenberg@siemplify.co

www.semperis.com

www.siemplify.co
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Adaptive Authentication | Cloud Security | Forensic &
Analytics | Identity Management & Fraud | Multi-Factor
Authentication
Silverfort protects enterprises from data breaches by
delivering adaptive MFA across entire corporate networks
and cloud environments, without requiring any software
agents or inline gateways. Silverfort’s unified platform
seamlessly protects the authentication for all sensitive
users, devices and assets in all environments. This includes
even assets that don’t support strong authentication today.
Silverfort’s authentication is behavior-based and can also
leverage 3rd party security alerts as triggers for step-up
authentication.

Cloud Security | Cloud Services Visibility | Incident
Management - SIEM /SOC
SkyFormation platform for MSSP and organizations,
augments any existing SOC system (e.g. SIEM, Log
management) with unified, detection-ready visibility of
activities, flows, changes and more in the organization’s
cloud services (i.e. SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, Containers, Serverless).
SkyFormation was established at 2015 and is used by leading
MSSP/MDR and fortune 500 companies.

Mr. Hed Kovetz | CEO, Co-Founder

Mr. Nachum Zisman | VP Sales and Business Development

T +646 893 7607 | hed@silverfort.io

T +1 415 449 8538 | nachum.zisman@skyformation.com

www.silverfort.io

www.skyformation.com
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Vicarius
WEB & Application Security
Prevent 3rd Party Attacks on Websites. Source Defense
provides an entirely new approach focused on enabling
website enhancement while simultaneously preventing
attacks and impacts to data privacy introduced by 3rd party
JavaScript vendors. Through first-of-its-kind isolation and
segmentation technology, Source Defense leverages a fully
automated and machine learning assisted set of rules and
policies that control the access and permission of all 3rd
party JavaScript code operating on a website.

Risk & Compliance (GRC) | Vulnerability Assessment |
WEB & Application Security
Vicarius is the world’s first to predict, prioritize and protect
against software exploitation before hackers take advantage
of it. Nowadays, organizations don’t have control over
vulnerabilities in software they buy. Vicarius application
protection approach is an innovative way to secure software
without having its source code, install a patch or to have
the vendor involved.

Mr. Avital Grushcovski | EVP Product & Professional Services,

Mr. Roi Cohen | VP Sales

Co-Founder | T +972 72 255 5793 | avital@sourcedefense.com

T +972 50 966 6642 | roi@vicarius.io

www.sourcedefense.com

www.vicarius.io
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CCP | Content Disarm & Reconstruction (CDR) | Data
Protection, Encryption & Recovery | End Point Protection
Perimeter & APT security
Votiro is an award-winning cybersecurity company with a
mission of securing organizations throughout their digital
transformation journey. Our proprietary next-generation
CDR technology allows users to safely open email
attachments, download and transfer files, share content,
and use removable media, while keeping performance and
functionality intact. Over 400 customers globally. Votiro is
certified by Common Criteria for Information Technology
Security Evaluation (ISO/IEC 15408).

Cloud Security | Vulnerability Remediation
Vulcan Cyber is an automated vulnerability remediation
platform that helps enterprises reduce their vulnerability
risk. Vulcan’s cloud-based solution analyses vulnerability
and IT data from the enterprise’s tools, prioritizes the
most critical vulnerabilities and automatically applies the
most effective solution - either by patching or applying
compensating controls. Vulcan helps enterprises scale
their vulnerability remediation process, while preventing
downtime and human errors that result from manual-only
patch manage processes, shortening testing time.

Mr. Idan Yatziv | Marketing Manager

Mr. Yaniv Bar-Dayan | Co-Founder and CEO

T +972 52 330 9099 | idan@votiro.com

T +972 54 205 5111 | yaniv@vulcan.io

www.votiro.com

vulcancyber.com
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Consultancies | Forensic & Analytics | Fraud | Intelligence
Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Breach & Attack Simulation | Penetration Testing
Perimeter & APT security | Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Webhose is a cyber data provider, providing on-demand
access to DARK web data, that can be easily integrated into
big data and cyber intelligence operations. Our coverage
includes different networks including Tor, I2P, ZeroNet,
Discord, Telegram, paste sites, and many others, which
are used to address risk assessment and cyber-security
challenges such as fraud detection, counterfeiting, money
laundering and more.

XM Cyber provides the first fully automated APT simulation
platform to continuously expose attack vectors, from
breach point to any organizational asset. This continuous
loop of automated red teaming is completed by prioritized
actionable remediation. XM Cyber operates as an automated
purple team, combining red and blue teams’ processes to
ensure that organizations are always one step ahead of
the attack.

Mr. Arik Rath | Business Development Director

Ms. Maya Schirmann | VP Marketing

T +972 52 249 8499 | arikr@webhose.io

T +972 52 854 4672 | maya.schirmann@xmcyber.com

www.webhose.io

www.xmcyber.com
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made to ensure that the presented information is correct, The Israel Export
& International Cooperation Institute assumes no responsibility for damages,
financial or otherwise, caused by the information herein.
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